2020 YEAR IN REVIEW

What We’re Funding

‘Mobility Hubs’ concepts for Minneapolis and Stockholm receive CNCA support for further development

CNCA Innovation Fund: Yokohama’s “Renewable Energy Promotion Project” to promote solar energy in a post-Feed in Tariff economy

What We’re Sharing

‘Zinterview’ series features creative city campaigns

COVID Recovery Plan published in Reuters

Climate Justice statement published to guide CNCA’s future work

Climate Justice Committee launches to prioritize equity

CNCA innovation Fund: Sydney’s "Carbon Neutral Challenge" to gamify driving buildings and businesses to net zero energy

CNCA Innovation Fund: Rio de Janeiro’s “Building Energy Consumption Tool” to prioritize interventions with biggest impact on GHG emissions, air quality and urban heat island effect; "Comprehensive GHG Reduction Tool" to implement energy benchmarking in Rio and other cities in Brazil

What We’re Reporting

Covid-Climate Behavior Change Lessons featured in Reuters

Covid Response discussion webinars organized for members

The City of Glasgow joins the Alliance

Covid-Climate Messaging Resource released for CNCA members

CNCA’s Reuters series deep dives on equity and resilience

CNCA, Global Parliament of Mayors, EUROCITIES, UK100, Alliance des Collectivités Pour la Qualité de l’Air and USDN issue an open letter to global financial leaders calling for a green, regenerative economic recovery

CNCA, Bionova, A2030 and 11 leading cities release City Policy Framework for Dramatically Reducing Embodied Carbon

Climate Equity Implications featured in Reuters

BNP Paribas, DWS, J.P. Morgan, Natixis and NatWest to develop a carbon pricing consultation tool

CNCA Member Portal launched for access to exclusive content

Storytelling Series organized for members

Blochiar study tour

Member capacity building on digital platforms

Transformational Leadership Training begins for CNCA members

First-Ever Digital Annual Meeting

2021-2023 Strategic Plan goes live

CNCA website refreshed and updated

Building Digital Culture for CNCA members goes virtual

Game Changer Fund gets greenlight

Game Changer Committees meet to determine funding priorities
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